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Our amazing experience started the 3rd of 

August at 8:45hs on the Campus Haarentor bus 

stop, the PPRE and SEM students gathered 

together, loaded the bus up and left swiftly to 

the first destination. 

 

Bioenergiedorf Jühnde was the first stop in our 

excursion. This Bio-Energy-Village in Jühnde is 

Germany’s first village to produce heat and 

electricity by means of renewable biomass to 

supply heat and power for 750 people, thus 

creating a CO2 neutral balance. This experience 

provided us with a different insight concerning 

the RE project, in which the community is 

directly involved in its O&M. Technically, silage 

and liquid manure are fermented in a fermenter 

(about 3000 m3, 6 m high, Ø: 24 m) and during a 

4-step process, biogas is produced, which feeds 

the block-type thermal power station. The 

electricity produced is fed into the public grid 

and the heat generated by the combustion of 

the gas in the engine is fed into the village 

heating grid. 

After having spent the night in the city of Kassel 

(and having visited its city festival), our next 

stop was Hoppecke, which is the largest 

manufacturer of industrial batteries, systems 

and chargers in European ownership. They 

presented their company and all the products 

that they develop. The hosts were always kind 

to answer our questions and, finally, they 

guided us through the assembly lines, where we 

gained a much better idea about batteries 

manufacturer process. 

Frankfurt was next destination; were we had 

the chance to visit KFW Development Bank and 

GIZ. 

Early in the morning the group departed to KfW 

"Bank aus Verantwortung" (bank of 

responsibility) which was founded in 1948 and 

is one of the leading promotional banks in the 

world. During that morning Mr. Achim 

Neumann gave us a brief presentation on the 

bank group and then he focused on the bank 

area which helps in financing renewable energy 

projects. In 2014 KfW Group committed a total 

financing volume of EUR 74.1 billion. Only in the 

environmental and climate protection area KfW 

committed around 36% of the overall business 

volume, and if our calculations still work, this 

means that in 2014 more than one out of every 

three euros of KfW's promotional funds went to 

climate and environmental protection. Well 

done!  

 



After having a great lunch at the bank, we got 

into the bus towards the GIZ (Deutsche Gesell-

schaft für Internationale Zusammenarbeit). The 

organization provides services worldwide in the 

field of international cooperation for 

sustainable development and they have 

experience in various areas, including economic 

development and employment, energy and the 

environment, and peace and security. The 

German Federal Ministry for Economic 

Cooperation and Development (BMZ) is their 

main commissioning party, but they also work 

closely with the private sector. We are very 

happy that one of ours colleagues is currently 

making his master thesis within this 

organization which shows clear passions 

towards sustainability.  

 

The gorgeous Bavarian landscape on the road 

was the preface from one of the most 

wonderful German cities. Firstly, we visited 

Steca Elektronik, which is an electronic 

manufacturing services provider and also 

manufactures its own brand product lines in 

solar electronics and battery charging systems.  

The hosts from this company shown an 

outstanding predisposition to clarify every 

doubt or question arising from our group. After 

a more than interesting company presentation 

we were guided thought the high-tech 

production lines, were almost every single 

process was explained in detail. The guided tour 

in this fully-automatized plant was a great step 

forward in understanding many of the RE 

components that are currently used in the field. 

After a delightful lunch provided by Steca 

Elektronik, we went towards our next 

destination, Phaesun. This company has a very 

interesting idea concerning the development of 

Off-Grid solar and wind power plants. They 

consider that “…the independence created with 

the help of our solar systems communicates an 

enhanced feeling of liberty… We are convinced 

that off-grid solar systems are a contribution to 

the individual independence of everyone”. This 

philosophy is based on the fact that Off-Grid 

solar and wind power systems have very 

efficient solutions for the growing energy 

demands and the related energy costs in store. 

One of the hosts was a former PPRE student 

who, after a detailed company introduction, 

showed us many projects developed by 

Phaesun in Africa and all around the world. 

The following morning woke us up with an 

overwhelming weather… absolutely clear sky, 

an enormous sun shining for us and more than 

30°C were waiting. Once again, the incredible 

Bavarian landscape made way for us to visit 

E.ON Walchensee-Kraftwerk, where we had a 

guided tour where the history of the plant was 

explained, the different turbines used in hydro 

were described and we could see the machinery 

room. Then, we went back to the bus begging 

for air conditioning, where we voted for going 

or not to spend a few hours in a lake close to 

the E.ON Walchensee-Kraftwerk… naturally the 

“YES” won unanimously. Having the possibility 

of swimming in a lake, up in the hills, 

surrounded by mountains was absolutely 

relaxing and a necessary refreshing experience. 



 

Next morning the Alps were waiting, and another overwhelming morning with temperatures around 

35°C. The ascent itself it was quite challenging, and under the mentioned weather condition the climb 

itself becomes an exhausting task to fulfill. Nonetheless, postcard landscapes guided us along the way to 

the hut. Once we arrived there, no energy was left so the guided tour around the hut took place the 

following day. Goats with cowbells woke us up and, after a varied breakfast, the hut tour started. During 

the visit the energy supply system was explained, where solar panels, collectors, a wind turbine, 

batteries and wood work together to supply the demand. Many discussions occurred during the visit and 

the most important concept that we realized was the importance of the Off-Grid systems in inhospitable 

places like the hut, where the access to any form of energy is extremely expensive. After the hut 

experience only left the way back home to Oldenburg. Many of us left the city afterwards to write our 

thesis, but the memories of our trip together will always remain in our hearts.  


